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OURGODGIVENRIGHTTOBEARARMS Pedestrians have weapons ONSPEED Walk faster BOOOOOORING Walk slower CHICKSWITHGUNS Bikini women with guns CHASESTAT See wanted stats FANNYMAGNET Tommy groupies CERTAINDEATH Tommy starts smoking DEEPFRIEDMARSBARS Tommy is fatter PROGRAMMER Tommy has thin arms
and legs HOPINGIRL Pedestrians get in your car CHEATSHAVEBEENCRACKED Play as Ricardo Diaz LOOKLIKELANCE Play as Lance Vance MYSONISALAWYER Play as Ken Rosenberg LOOKLIKEHILARY Play as Hilary King ROCKANDROLLMAN Play as Love Fist character (Jezz Torent) WELOVEOURDICK Play as Love Fist character (Dick)
ONEARMEDBANDIT Play as Phil Cassidy IDONTHAVETHEMONEYSONNY Play as Sonny Forelli FOXYLITTLETHING Play as Mercedes Bonus Vice City vehicle cheat codes! Car Name How to Get BP/DP/EP/FP/PP Admiral This car is bulletproof, dent-proof, explosion-proof, fireproof and has puncture-proof tires. To obtain this car, you must steal it
from Diaz during the Guardian Angels mission. To do this, shoot all Haitians and allow one to escape. Diaz will leave car doors unlocked so you to enter. A variant of this car with locked doors is also available. In the same Guardian Angels mission, shoot all Haitians and then snipe Diaz in head while he is sitting in the car. Romero's Hearse To obtain
this car, shoot the hearse enough to make the driver run away but not enough to blow it up. It can them be taking to garage. This is done in Avery's Two Bit Hit mission. Love Fist Limo This limo is available during the Love Fist missions, complete mission and you'll be able to save the limo. Spand Express This truck is available in the Jury Fury mission
and can be stolen after it has smashed into a car during the mission. BP/FP/EP Sabre Turbo The bulletproof, fireproof, and explosion-proof Saber Turbo car is available during the Malibu The Driver mission. There are multiple ways to obtain this car, but the most common is to finish the car race next to the Sabre Turbo. The driver, Hilary, will
disappear and the car can be pushed back to the garage to unlock the doors. FP/PP/LD Banshee, Cheetah and Infernus The fireproof, puncture-proof tires and locked doors version of the Banshee is available in the Terminal Velocity mission as well as all street races. To obtain this car, you must finish the race next to the Banshee, then shoot at the
driver to make him flee. This method can also be done to obtain the Cheetah and Infernus cars as well. If you are using other systems, we have GTA Vice City cheat codes for the original Xbox or GTA Vice City cheat codes for PlayStation 2. Cheat codes are also available for other games in the Grand Theft Auto series, including Grand Theft Auto
3 and Grand Theft Auto San Andreas. Have friends who play on PSP? Share these cheat codes for Grand Theft Auto: Vice City Stories Cheats for the PSP. This Grand Theft Auto: Vice City PC cheats and codes guide details everything you need to know about GTA Vice City cheats for the PC including how to enter and activate them. It also includes the
best GTA Vice City cheats, and a complete list of all cheats in GTA Vice City. There are nearly 60 cheats that can all be used and activated. This guide includes an update for the GTA: The Trilogy - Definitive Edition release for the PC Looking for a particular cheat code in GTA Vice City? Click the links below to jump to... advertisementIn order to enter
and activate cheat codes in GTA Vice City, you must first select the cheat code you are looking to enter. With almost 100 cheats available on offer, you'll find cheats that range from infinite ammo, disabling your wanted level, infinite health, item and vehicle spawns, as well as plenty more. Be warned that Rockstar doesn't recommend saving after
using cheats due to potential issues that may hinder further progress. Achievements can be permanently disabled once you've used them too, so it's usually best to reload a previous save after causing cheat-enabled mayhem.Once you have selected your desired cheat code, simply type the phrase or press the button combinations on your controller
while playing the game. These will need to be added in a consecutive manner and rather quickly, if you're too slow, you'll need to re-enter the cheat code. You will know if the cheat is successful by looking for a pop-up that will appear in the top corner of your screen, which will indicate that the cheat is now active in-game. advertisementThe following
list of GTA Vice City Cheats has been confirmed to work on PC.GTA Vice City PC Cheats CheatCodeWeapon Set 1THUGSTOOLS Weapon Set 2PROFESSIONALTOOLS Weapon Set 3NUTTERTOOLS Full Health (Instant)TalkASPIRINE Full Body ArmorPRECIOUSPROTECTION Cars Can Drive on WaterSEAWAYS Better HandlingGRIPISEVERYTHING
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HearseTHELASTRIDE Sabre TurboGETTHEREFAST TrashmasterRUBBISHCAR Aeroplane SpawnFLYINGWAYS Hunter SpawnAMERICAHELICOPTER Change Outfit? Candy SuxxxIWANTBIGTITS Ken RosenbergMYSONISALAWYER Lance VanceLOOKLIKELANCE Love Fist 1ROCKANDROLLMAN Love Fist 2WELOVEOURDICK
MercedesFOXYLITTLETHING Phil CassadyONEARMEDBANDIT Ricardo DiazCHEATSHAVEBEENCRACKED Sonny ForelliIDONTHAVETHEMONEYSONNY Sunny WeatherALOVELYDAY Stormy WeatherCATSANDDOGS Foggy WeatherCANTSEEATHING Overcast WeatherAPLEASANTDAY Slow-MoBOOOOOORING Fast MotionONSPEED Quick
ClockLIFEISPASSINGMEBY Increased TrafficMIAMITRAFFIC Black Vehicles IWANTITPAINTEDBLACK Pink VehiclesAHAIRDRESSERSCAR All Traffic Lights Green GREENLIGHT Invisible CarsWHEELSAREALLINEED Big Wheel CarsLOADSOFLITTLETHINGS Cheats Confirmed Not to Work Skinny PROGRAMMER Fat DEEPFRIEDMARSBARS Smoke
a CigaretteCERTAINDEATH Hilary KingLOOKLIKEHILARY The following GTA Vice City cheat codes are some of the most useful and popular cheats in the game - not to mention the most fun. Here is a list of the best GTA Vice City cheat codes: You will receive all level one weapons. advertisementYou will receive all level two weapons. You will receive
all level three weapons. Entering this cheat will lower your wanted level to zero. advertisementEntering this cheat will raise your wanted level by two stars. A Rhino Tank will spawn. The weather will be changed to sunny. advertisementThe weather will be changed to rainy. Cars will have big wheels. advertisementPedestrians will carry weapons. PC:
OURGODGIVENRIGHTTOBEARARMS Below is a complete list of all Grand Theft Auto: Vice City (GTA VC) cheat codes that are available across all platforms, whether it be PS5, PS4, PS3, Xbox Series X|S, XB1, Xbox 360, PC, or Nintendo Switch. These cheat codes can be entered with a keyboard or an Xbox, PlayStation, or Nintendo Switch controller
at any time during gameplay. Looking for a particular type of cheat code? Click the links below to jump to... Grand Theft Auto: Vice City has several cheats that can improve Tommy's arsenal, increase his overall health, and add some much-needed extra money to his account. Here's a complete list of the weapon, health, and money cheat codes:
advertisementJump Back to the Cheat Codes Index.You will receive all level one weapons. You will receive all level two weapons. advertisementYou will receive all level three weapons. You'll receive full health upon entering this cheat code. You'll receive full Body Armor upon entering this cheat code. advertisementWatch as Vice City turns into a
chaos-filled playground as both physics and internal logic all go straight out the window. So whether you're looking for NPC manipulation, explosive vehicles, or something else, here is a complete list of all gameplay cheat codes: Jump Back to the Cheat Codes Index.Cars will gain the ability to drive on water. This cheat is helpful when going after
hidden packages in the water. Handle vehicles better when behind the wheel. advertisementEntering this cheat will kill your character instantly and will result in your outfit being reset. All vehicles will fly in the air. Press UP while you accelerate to make the car hover off of the ground. advertisementEntering this cheat will lower your wanted level to
zero. Entering this cheat will raise your wanted level by two stars. All cars within the Will spawn the following weapons: advertisementPedestrians will riot and attack each other. Pedestrians will attack you! Pedestrians will carry weapons. advertisement PC: OURGODGIVENRIGHTTOBEARARMS Female Pedestrians will carry weapons. Female
Pedestrians will follow you. advertisementSome of the most useful cheats in Grand Theft Auto: Vice City allow Tommy to spawn vehicles. Here is a complete list of all spawn cheats that are available in GTA Vice City. Jump Back to the Cheat Codes Index.A Bloodring Banger will spawn. A Bloodring Racer will spawn. advertisementA Caddy will spawn. A
Hotring Racer 1 will spawn. PC: GETTHEREVERYFASTINDEED A Hotring Racer 2 will spawn. advertisement PC: GETTHEREAMAZINGLYFAST A Love Fist Limo will spawn. A Rhino Tank will spawn. advertisementRomero's Hearse will spawn. A Sabre Turbo will spawn. A Trashmaster will spawn. advertisementA plane will spawn. A Hunter will
spawn. To make Tommy look like another character, enter one of the cheats listed below during gameplay. advertisement Jump Back to the Cheat Codes Index.Tommy's character model will be skinny. Tommy's character model will be fat. advertisementTommy will smoke a cigarette. Tommy will be transformed into Candy Suxxx. Tommy will be
transformed into Hilary King. advertisementTommy will be transformed into Ken Rosenberg. Tommy will be transformed into Lance Vance. Tommy will be transformed into a Love Fist member. advertisementTommy will be transformed into a Love Fist member. Mercedes will be transformed into Mercedes Cortez. advertisementTommy will be
transformed into Phil Cassady. Tommy will be transformed into Ricardo Diaz. PC: CHEATSHAVEBEENCRACKED Tommy will be transformed into Sonny Forelli. PC: IDONTHAVETHEMONEYSONNYadvertisementFrom the dark and stormy weather to the sunny days of Vice City, here's a list of all-weather and time cheat codes in Vice City. Jump Back
to the Cheat Codes Index.The weather will be changed to sunny. The weather will be changed to rainy. advertisementThe weather will be changed to foggy. The weather will be changed to overcast. advertisementThe world will be changed to slow motion. Everything in the world will be in fast motion. Whether it's increased traffic, turning vehicles a
certain color, or one of the plenty of codes that can be utilized when getting behind the wheel, here's a complete list of all traffic, vehicle, boat, plane, and motorcycle cheat codes. advertisementTraffic will be faster, making it more difficult to carjack vehicles. All vehicles will be turned black. All vehicles will be turned pink. advertisementAll traffic
lights will be green. Cars will be invisible. Cars will have big wheels. advertisementListed below is a complete list of how to achieve 100% Completion, along with a list of Perks and Bonuses that can be unlocked by completing a series of missions and tasks. To get maximum health of 150, get up to level 10 in the Pizza Boy vehicle mission. To get
infinite sprint, complete Level 12 of the ambulance mission. Tommy will be able to sprint indefinitely without getting winded. advertisementOnce you have dropped off 100 people during Taxi missions, you will unlock Boost, which allows you to jump using the L3 button whenever you're in a taxi. This trick worked in GTA III as well. Drive-up next to a
hooker and wait. If you're driving a swank enough car, she'll start talking to you. Eventually, she'll get into the car. At this point, drive to a quiet spot and let the magic happen. The car will start rocking, and your "health" will grow from 100 to 125. Your pocketbook will take a hit though. This health-up only works until the next time you die. Go to the
hotels save point. When the game asks you if you want to save, select a game and click it. When the "Overwrite?" message appears, select "No", and return to the game. You will have full health. Was this guide helpful?In This Wiki GuideFrom New Line Cinema, Dwayne Johnson stars in the action-adventure Black Adam. The first-ever feature film to
explore the story of the DC Super Hero comes to the big screen under the direction of Jaume Collet-Serra. Nearly 5,000 years after he was bestowed with the almighty powers of the ancient gods— and imprisoned just as quickly—Black Adam (Johnson) is freed from his earthly tomb, ready to unleash his unique form of justice on the modern
world. Dwayne Johnson stars alongside Aldis Hodge as Hawkman, Noah Centineo as Atom Smasher, Sarah Shahi as Adrianna, Marwan Kenzari as Ishmael, Quintessa Swindell as Cyclone, Bodhi Sabongui as Amon, and Pierce Brosnan as Dr. Fate. The film’s producers are Beau Flynn, Dwayne Johnson, Hiram Garcia and Dany Garcia, with Richard
Brener, Walter Hamada, Dave Neustadter, Chris Pan, Eric McLeod, Geoff Johns and Scott Sheldon. Black Adam smashes into theaters October 21, 2022.
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